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photos: Sailer Images (Steffen and Alexandra Sailer)

Steffen and Alexandra Sailer, Metzingen, Germany, took their Land
Rover around the world as nature photographers. They shared the
second leg of their travels in this article –ed.
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International travelers fill the internet with advice on shipping Land
Rovers between continents, but even those online warnings did not
prepare us for the delays upon arriving in Australia from New
Zealand. We landed in Melbourne, promptly bought a GPS to help
us navigate around the city and find our custom agent’s office, and
waited, waited and waited for the Landy.
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ur beloved Defender 110 arrived three
weeks later than promised, and sat for
nearly another week on a wharf waiting
to get into the quarantine area.
Depressed and angry, we almost decided

to have the Rover’s container loaded on a ship straight to
Los Angeles, when the express agent finally called. On May
16, we finally could meet customs and quarantine officers
at the quarantine depot to have the Landy cleared—if there
weren't a bunch of flies coming out, that is....
As we arrived, we couldn't believe our eyes. This was a
quarantine depot? It looked like a totally open area. The
Landy sat out of its container coated in a thick layer of
dust! It turned out the very nice customs  officer paid far
more attention to the Landy itself than the dirt
(once again). Happy not to find foreign soil in any of the
critical places, the agent released our Land Rover. Still, yet
another missing piece of paper delayed us; our express
agent hemmed and hawed, and finally, we drove off
with the Rover. Cross this “custom service” off our
recommendation list!

We set our sights on our first destination in Victoria,
the famous Great Ocean Road with the 12 Apostles as its
main attraction. A fine temperate rainforest cheered us
along the Great Ocean Road, as did waterfalls and lush
vegetation with lots of ferns along the trails in Great
Otway National Park. Confronting rainy, cold weather, we
moved onto the Red Center via Adelaide, Port Augusta,
Cooper Peedy and Erludna. Despite their tacky, expensive
amenities, Ayer’s Rock, Australia's most famous landmark,
and The Olgas, were something special. On our way to

Kings Canyon we then saw our first wild-roaming camel,
former beasts of burden introduced generations ago,
allowed to live undomesticated. Our next destination was
Rainbow Valley, a very colourful cliff with a dried-up clay
pan and sand dunes at its base. We chose a very nice
campsite right there and settled in, enjoying the quiet
and solitude. 

In early June we reached Alice Springs, the biggest and
only city in the Red Center. After almost a month’s travel,
we could enjoy the luxury of a supermarket and a Land
Rover garage; our radiator had sprung a leak. The garage
couldn’t repair the aluminum radiator, so they ordered it
by air transport from Melbourne. It took a week for us to
purchase the only Defender radiator in Australia! 
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While waiting for the radiator, we ventured west out of
Alice Springs into West MacDonnell National Park. There,
we visited several beautiful gorges and permanent
waterholes which provide a  precious habitat for lots of
parrots and other birds. Two days out there, something
very unusal happened: it rained for a whole day! The
natives seemed thrilled, but we wondered, why all this rain
on the earth’s driest continent? A day later, it became
sunny again and we ventured into Serpentine Gorge. We
locked the Land Rover (so we thought) and hiked off. On
the way, we remembered that we forgot our little pack
with all the important documents and money. Nobody
would steal our pack in the outback, right? Well,
no—someone had stolen all of our cash. 
With a lot more caution we took off to Palm Valley in

Finke Gorge National Park. Caution made sense because
the strictly off-road track combined very bad washboard
with deep sand. The Landy had to climb over outcrops,
high steps and wide gaps, but it mastered them without
problems. We were happy to have suspension modifications
installed which provided us with extra ground clearance.
Palm Valley merits fame due to its stand of Livingstonia
Palms amidst spectacular sandstone formations in the
middle of the dried-out desert. They are a relic from former
times when the area was wetter and richer in vegetation.
Now, the palms get their water out of a big water basin
deep down in the earth. 
After one week in the West MacDonnell Range, we

made our way back to Alice Springs to inquire about our
radiator. The radiator had arrived, but looked damaged
from shipping in an inadequate cardboard box. The
mechanic generously offered to install and check it for us,
and after paying a handsome fee, we took off again in the
direction of Darwin. We were anxious to reach the warmer,
northern part of Australia, because nights were pretty cold
in the desert and we were literally sick of the cold.
Heading north on paved Stuart Highway, we stopped at

the famous Devils Marbles, spectacular round shaped rock
formations of red granite scattered over a wide valley.
We enjoyed a peaceful time at a nearby campground. We
saw flocks of Galahs, a kind of pink coloured cockatoo,
socializing happily. When we finally arrived in Katherine,
the Northern Territories third-largest city, we stocked up
on provisions; with full storage boxes and fuel tank we
ventured out 30 km to Katherine Gorge National Park.
We explored the impressive gorge the Katherine River had
cut into the red rock and saw lots of wildlife, like agile
wallabies, flying foxes, bowerbirds and different kinds of
parrots. 
We looked most forward to visiting Kakadu National

Park in the north end of the Northern Territories, the locale
for the “Crocodile Dundee” films. Yellow Water, a swampy
region, has an unbelievable abundance of birds. Here was
the place where Crocodile Dundee showed Sue the
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journalist his home in the first film. We stayed a few
days and saw lots of wading birds, parrots, kingfishers
and salt water crocodiles. Since the crocodiles are really
very dangerous, signs everywhere warned us away from
the water's edge. Apparently, they are very aggressive
and love to have a sustaining meal of human flesh.
After Yellow Water, we also wanted to visit the famous
Twin Falls and Jim Jim Falls, both situated in narrow
gorges with abundant vegetation. Both waterfalls are
accessible only by 4x4 tracks and include a rather deep
water crossing. Though the ford should be smooth, the
rangers told us it's about three feet deep and we didn't
know how deep we could go without getting water into
critical areas of the car. After all, in the Defender, the
battery is located under the seat and our storage boxes
with food are even lower. Our fears proved unfounded;
even with some quite tricky and unstable areas the ford
did not challenge the Land Rover. 
After visiting another area in Kadadu National Park,

Ubirr Rock, with a nice view over wetlands, we left after a
week or so and headed towards Darwin, the capital of the
Northern Territory. Here, we hoped to replace our solar
panel on the roof tent, which we found out was broken
in New Zealand. After searching in New Zealand and other
Aussie cities, we finally found one we could use in Darwin.
It was rated at only 40 watts instead of 55–60 watts, but
it would be better than nothing. In Darwin we enjoyed the
mild climate, internet cafes, a McDonald’s, and the news
that the German Soccer National Team had lost the final
match against the Spaniards in the European Cup
(not so great!) 
We finally left Darwin to visit Litchfield National Park,

located just a short distance south. Litchfield National Park
is often praised as the Jewel of the Northern Territories,
but we found it too crowded. Instead, we sought a
secluded spot where we could use our newly-mounted
solar panel. We headed towards Western Australia. On the
way, we couldn’t resist stopping at a roadhouse with a sign
reading, “Victoria River Roadhouse. Now Open Under New
Wife”. After two days drive and over 500 miles, we finally
reached the border of Western Australia. There we camped
at Keep River National Park with its astounding beehive
shaped rock formations. As fresh meat, fruit and vegetables
cannot be carried into Western Australia (fruit fly
quarantines) we enjoyed a large barbeque before our
border crossing. 
Having sucessfully crossed into Western Australia, we

headed further west and admired the typical Kimberley
scenery, dominated by the bizarre looking boab trees. Near
the famed 300 mile Gibb River Road, we headed south
towards Bungle Bungle National Park with its famous
beehive-shaped rock formations. The 30 mile track to the
Bungle Bungles requires four-wheel drive, with lots of river
crossings, rocky paths and washboard. After we found a



campsite, first thing we peered under the Rover to see if
we still had an engine, all four wheels and all equipment
attached to the vehicle. We checked our teeth and bones,
too, and found them all in place. The next few days we
explored the gorges and canyons of this breathtaking,
remote area and before heading further west, we stopped
briefly at Windjana Gorge to see freshwater crocodiles.
Then we headed into the city of Broome, which was made
famous by Malcolm Douglas of television survial show
fame. Having arrived in Broome we visited Cable Beach,
famous for its guided camel caravans along the beach
at sunset. We spent a nice evening at the beach
photographing the camels and just enjoying being
there—along with a huge crowd of other people. 
From Broome we headed further south inland to visit

Karinjini National Park with its deep, spectacular gorges,
spring-fed waterholes and unbelievably lush vegetation,
all in the middle of the dry desert. For days we explored
the narrow gorges with its clear pools, sometimes having
to climb and chimney or spider walk to avoid getting wet
feet. Spectacular sights awaited us deep down in the earth,
and in hindsight we have to say that this is the most
amazing place we visited in Australia. 

Since the Landy urgently needed an oil change of the
motor, the transfer case box, the gear box and the axles,
we went to see a Land Rover garage in Karratha, a
midsized coastal city in the Pilbara region.  After a lot of
driving around, we finally asked at the tourist information
for directions, only to find out the shop had closed half a
year ago. Now we had to drive to the next Land Rover
garage in Darwin, about 2000 miles away! Since we
wanted to have the original fluids, such as the brake fluid,
replaced as recommended by Land Rover, we didn't dare
bring the car to just any garage.  
Having no other options, we took on the long drive and

two days later headed into Broome again. Right on time
as it turned out, because Steffen became very ill with
tremendous back pain. After a worrisome few hours at the
local hospital, it became clear that Steffen suffered from a
kidney stone. We left the hospital with painkillers and
instructions to drink large quanities of liquids. We were
very lucky that this emergency hadn't happened in the
middle of nowhere with no doctors in the vicinity.
After resting for two days, we headed out east to cross
the remaining 1100 miles through the remote outback
to Darwin.
Three days later we arrived in Darwin and found the

local Land Rover garage. Happily, they could accomodate
our service needs right away; unhappily, our suspicions
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about the low bill were confirmed when we discovered that
we’d been shortchanged on the service list. Yes, oil and
some fluids had been changed out, but axles remained
ungreased, our preferred lubricant request had been
ignored, and we still had our same old brake fluid. We felt
angry, but could do nothing but trust the Land Rover and
remain on the lookout for another garage. 

By late August, our around-the-world schedule required
that we move on quickly. After months traveling in the
dusty, arid and semi-arid outback, we looked forward to
Queensland's lush and tropical east coast. To get there, we
began a 1500 mile trek that took us across a huge stretch
of outback. We saw vast swatches of dried-up pastures
where cattle foraged for something to eat; what, we
couldn't imagine, because we saw nothing but cracked
earth and dried-up grass. Towards the end, the drive got
a little bit more interesting as we drove through some
major mining areas with hills and fields of termite mounds.
Only shortly before Townsville, the scenery changed and
got gradually greener and wetter. 

We embraced the lush scenery and are now eager to
explore the tropical rainforests of Australia's east coast. To
be continued...
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For more of Steffen and Alexandra’s photos and travels visit 
www.nature-expeditions.com 

www.sailer-images.com
www.nature-expeditions.com


